 BUTTON WITH THE SYMBOL OF NOT STRONG POSITIVE EMOTIONS

Much better, if an exclamation mark indicates very strong positive emotions, for the not very strong positive emotions is a different sign. Example Today is not a bad weather! An example for comparison Today is very good weather! The area of the technicians includes all devices to enter symbols, letters, and punctuation mark. On all modern keyboards there is enough space for the location a new button.
Description of invention

New button with new symbol (new punctuation mark or new sign) of Russian Language (new sign of English Language, the German language, French language, Ukrainian language) for Innovation keyboard namely the button with the symbol of not strong positive emotions (weak positive emotions) - the symbol like

the exclamation mark is rotated clockwise 30 degrees, counting from a vertical axis,

which is done in order to use the innovations:

not strong positive emotions (weak positive emotions) in the literature indicate

the exclamation mark is rotated clockwise 30 degrees, counting from a vertical axis.

The task (the problem) to be solved by the invention consists in that allows more accurate display of emotions in writing, the presence of this sign on the keyboard will give the opportunity to conveniently and quickly dial the appropriate text.

The implementation of the invention and technical result:

on the keyboard to add a new button with such a sign, which will allow to quickly and more conveniently insert a new punctuation mark in the corresponding text
The formula of the invention

New button with new symbol (new punctuation mark or new sign) of Russian Language (new sign of English Language, the German language, French language, Ukrainian language) for Innovation keyboard namely the button with the symbol of not strong positive emotions (weak positive emotions) - the symbol like the exclamation mark is rotated clockwise 30 degrees, counting from a vertical axis.
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